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 Results with analysis tools
First order layout
Figure 1: Basic structure of the  double imaging  optical system 
example 
Possible system   
parameters in PARAX
Figure 3: Possible local and global system parameters for a 
double imaging optical system with 5 planes 
Example
Adapting the illumination system to the 
imaging  system
Derivation of local and global system 
parameters for the input tables in PARAX
Figure 2: Basic principle of 
the optical system
Figure 4: 19 local and 2 global system 

















How can the optical layout be optimized?
Degree of freedom and  
basic equations 
pupil imaging + object imaging 
= double imaging optical system
Free radius on plane 5= necessery 
half edge length of the beam 
splitter cube  
5 5
Necessary edge length of the beam splitter cube:
6,7
p
D h h mm= + =
Figure 5: Input 
and results table 
(Input values in 
black)
Figure 6: Delano 
diagram - a 
powerful visual 
design tool
Figure 7: Parameter variation and 
parameter iteration






2. for  a field
point
Linking the marginal ray and the chief ray via the      
Helmholtz-Lagrange-Invariant:
Degrees of Freedom (FG): 
= number of independent predefined system  variables
k - Number of planes ( system components ) 
Number of basic arithmetic combinations:
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1. lateral magnification: 0.38













Degree of freedom for the example:
10 21k FG= Þ =
Requirements
object-side telecentric beam path
adjusting the aperture of the illumination to the 
aperture of the microscope
   necessary variable aperture stop
adjustable size of the illumination of the object 
field 
   necessary variable field stop
Sizes for review
Illumination for a measuring microscope with focus 
sensor and CCD- camera
Typical task
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
h0 =1.25


























































D/n - “reduced plate thickness”
n - refractive index
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Free radius of the optical element on plane „i“:
Free aperture of the optical element on plane „i“:
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